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Season 1: 5 x 60' or 3 x 90' HD
Season 2: 6 x 60' or 3 x 90' HD
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»The Fall« is the first investigative series toplining Gillian Anderson since her career-

making turn as Agent Scully in »The X Files«. The Emmy, Golden Globe and Screen 

Actors Guild award winner brings to her role the same intelligence and depth of  

character that won her millions of fans across the globe. The five-part miniseries  

follows the lives of two hunters: high-powered Detective Superintendent Stella  

Gibson and serial killer Paul Spector, who preys randomly on people in Belfast,  

Northern Ireland. Brought in as an outsider to run the team, Stella feels a certain  

hostility, but she knows the psychology of serial killers – and where to look for them. 

»The Fall« isn’t a whodunit but a will-they-stop him, since the killer is known to  

the audience from the start, and the drama gains in intensity through the cat and 

mouse game. The case is explored in all its complexity, and shows how a modern,  

top-level murder investigation team works when it comes up against every 

policeman’s worst nightmare. 

CONCEPT OF  
THE PROGRAM1
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SYNOPSIS OF 
SEASON 12

Successful homicide detectives and serial killers are really two sides of the same coin – 

one works within the rules of society, the other transgresses them and strikes at will. 

»The Fall« is a gripping investigative series, that in this first five part miniseries, follows 

the lives of two hunters within one story. The first hunter is the highly driven DSI Stella 

Gibson. The other is a serial predator, preying on the lives of people at random across 

Belfast in Northern Ireland.

Gibson arrives from England in pursuit. Drafted in by superiors under increasing pressure  

to come clean on what they know, the truth is that while they have hunted down terrorists, 

they have never had experience of a serial killer. Gibson has. While she senses hostility as 

an outsider brought in to run the team, she brings with her the knowledge of how serial 

predators stay in the shadows and exactly where to look to find them.

But this isn’t a whodunit. Rather, a will-they-stop-him? Radically, the killer is identified to  

the audience from the start and the drama will increase in intensity by playing out the cat  

and mouse game from both sides. The audience watch the killer, Paul Spector, go to work, 

kiss his wife and children goodnight, and then go out killing. The case will be explored in all 

its complexity, establishing on screen how it is that a modern, top-level Murder Investigation 

Team work when they come up against every policeman’s worst nightmare.

The killer has an inflated sense of his own specialness and intelligence. He’s arrogant, 

deluded. The audience will see him getting the better of Gibson and her team in the early 

part of the drama, but then he starts to make mistakes and things begin to change. The 

balance of power starts to shift. At that point the rug starts to be pulled from under the 

audience’s feet, and the feeling that they know more than the police is tested – when 

Gibson decides it is time to start playing her cards close to her chest. In the end, as the 

net closes in on the killer, we will know less than Gibson and be in her hands.
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EPISODE 1
DSI Stella Gibson is brought in to review the investigation into the murder of a woman in 

Belfast. As she travels across from London, we are introduced to the murderer himself; 

Paul Spector. Skilfully breaking into the darkened house of young solicitor Sarah Kay, 

Spector thrills himself by leaving his calling card in the form of Sarah’s underwear laid out 

on her bed. When Sarah returns and is shocked into calling the police, PC Dani Ferrington 

and PC Brian Stone can find no sign of a break in and leave without suspicion. As Spector 

returns home, we see that far from the monster we have seen him be earlier, at home he 

has two young children and a wife who loves him. 

The next day, Gibson arrives in Belfast and is met by ACC Jim Burns, who introduces her 

to her review team, DCI Garrett Brink and DCI Jerry McElroy. As Gibson looks into the case, 

she finds similarities to a case from eighteen months ago. Believing them to be the work 

of one man, she sets about convincing Burns that there is a serial killer lose in Belfast. 

Meanwhile, that very serial killer is busy preparing for his next attack. Hiding in plain 

sight, Spector uses his family to project an air of normality while he stalks Sarah Kay. 

It is only when PC Ferrington picks up on a lead that Gibson has identified that the first 

signs that Sarah is in danger are noticed. But will Ferrington be able to reach Sarah 

before it is too late?

EPISODES OF 
SEASON 13
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EPISODE 2
After completing his night shift, Olson arrives at the hotel where Gibson is staying. As 

they make love, we see Spector indulge in his own fantasy, cleaning and posing Sarah 

Kay’s lifeless body. After cutting a lock of her hair and taking an item of jewellery he 

poses and photographs her before slipping out unnoticed. The next day, Gibson arrives 

at work to be confronted by Burns wielding an article by Ned Callan questioning the 

police’s investigation, all on the morning that Burns has to face Morgan Monroe and the 

policing board. Gibson brushes it off, more interested in reviewing the recording of Aaron 

Monroe’s interview and examining the drugs found at her home with DS Mary McCurdy. 

Meanwhile, Marion Kay arrives at Sarah’s house and lets herself in. Climbing the stairs 

with her baby, Marion finds Sarah seemingly asleep in bed. It’s only when she opens the 

curtains that the true horror hits her. 

Ferrington and Stone are the first officers to react to the emergency radio dispatch, and 

instantly recognise the address. As Stone leads Marion away from the house, Ferrington 

slowly enters the bedroom and has her worst fears realised. As Martin arrives and takes 

charge of the scene, Gibson too gets word and appeals to Burns to let her take over the 

case. Gibson is joined by pathologist Prf. Reed Smith and together they go about making 

their initial investigation. Across the city, Aaron Monroe is entertaining some foreign 

businessmen with a party of cocaine and hookers, all under the protective watch of a 

moonlighting Rob Breedlove. Meanwhile, at Spector’s house, Sally Ann is surprised to 

find Katie at the front door. Claiming she is hear to copy some of Paul’s music, Sally Ann 

lets her in as she heads off to work. As Katie looks around Spector’s study, she opens 

one of his drawers and finds the lock of Sarah Kay’s hair. As Gibson watches Ian Kay 

break down at the sight of his dead daughter, Olson arrives at his home and is unseeingly 

assassinated by a masked gunman. As Olson lies dying in the street, Spector returns to 

his study to join Katie and notices the lock of hair missing from his desk drawer.

EPISODES OF 
SEASON 13
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EPISODE 3
At the mortuary, Gibson brings Burns up to speed with her investigation. Later, when 

Ferrington arrives, she reports that James Olson has been shot dead and also tells of 

the signs of male company that she found in Gibson’s hotel room. Gibson covers her 

shock well, but the news clearly impacts on her. Arriving at the crime scene, Burns is 

met by DCI Eastwood who is investigating the shooting. The next morning, Breedlove is 

woken in the hotel suite by sounds of a violent struggle. One of the prostitutes has been 

attacked and in the confusion Breedlove calls for his partner. At the police station, Gibson 

approaches Ferrington and asks her to be her right hand man. Ferrington agrees, and 

Gibson goes on to announce the setting up of operation Music Man to the assembled 

mass of detectives. While Gibson sets out the case, Spector is staking out the house of 

Annie Brawley. Appearing suspicious, Spector is confronted by Bill Nash, a local criminal. 

Realising where he is, Spector uses the excuse that he is visiting his client, Jimmy Tyler. 

Forced to visit their house, Spector is welcomed in by Liz, who tries to cover the bruises 

on her neck. 

At the police station, Gibson informs Burns about her night with Olson. Burns’ outrage is 

revealed to be less about the fact that Olson was a married man and more about his own 

personal feelings. Forced to stand by her, Burns joins Gibson at a press conference where 

she announces the hunt for the serial killer. Outside the city, the Spector’s are visiting 

Sally Ann’s parents. When Spector takes Olivia out for a ride on a quad bike, he discovers 

an abandoned building. Making his excuses, Spector leaves his family and returns home. 

As he watches the news report of the press conference, Spector comes eye-to-eye with 

Gibson for the first time. The next day, Spector is woken by Jimmy Tyler, who is furious that 

people now know he is in counselling. As the team goes through their murder theories, 

Spector is breaking into Annie Brawley’s house. As he stands just inches from her, unseen 

in the shadows, he knows he has selected the next perfect victim.

EPISODES OF 
SEASON 13
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EPISODE 4
Eastwood brings Burns up to speed on the Olson murder case, having learnt that

Breedlove was the person who called Olson’s phone and was involved in illegal activity 

at Aaron Monroe’s party. Burns orders Eastwood to bring Breedlove in for questioning. 

Meanwhile, Spector is being questioned by his boss for his visit to Liz Tyler. Spector 

tries to brush it away, but Charles Chandler is persistent, and insists on talking to Liz 

Tyler herself. As Breedlove is questioned by Eastwood it is clear that this is a man on 

the edge. As Gibson discusses the case with Ferrington in the office next door, the 

sound of a single gunshot rings out. Being the first on the scene, Gibson shepherds a 

shell shocked Eastwood outside and learns that Breedlove shot himself when Eastwood 

tried to arrest him. As Burns takes in the increasing loss of life that surrounds him, he 

affectionately thanks Gibson for dealing with events so calmly. 

Spector successfully manipulates Liz Tyler into reporting her husband’s abuse and 

Chandler has to watch as Liz is led away into protection by specialist police. Meanwhile, 

Gibson revisits the Sarah Kay crime scene with Reed-Smith. As they discuss the case, 

Reed-Smith reluctantly brings up a friend of hers, Rose Stagg, who told her of a lover 

she had while at university in Belfast who tried to strangle her. The next morning, 

Jimmy Tyler is woken by a police team arresting him for domestic violence and Gibson 

receives a shocking clue in the post. The killer has written to Ian Kay to apologise for 

unwittingly killing Sarah Kay while she was pregnant. Ian Kay is keen to appeal to the 

killer’s better nature and, despite her reservations, Gibson is keen to exploit this line 

of communication. Later that night, as Sally Ann cares for a terminally ill baby at work, 

Spector breaks into Annie Brawley’s house and lies in wait. As Gibson is paid a visit by 

Rose Stagg, nervous at the prospect of recounting her troubling past, Spector strikes 

against Annie. However, all is not as Spector planned.

EPISODES OF 
SEASON 13
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EPISODES OF 
SEASON 13

EPISODE 5
Arriving at the Annie Brawley crime scene, Gibson learns that while Annie is still alive, 

her brother is dead. As Spector flees to his lair, Gibson sees the discarded ligatures and

knows this is the work of the same killer. However, the estate that this murder has 

taken place on is not friendly to police, and the situation soon turns violent. Returning 

home, Spector is surprised to be met by Katie. Furious that Sally Ann left her with the 

children, Spector directs his anger at Katie and throws her out. At the hospital, Gibson 

gets into a fiery debate with Annie’s doctor as she requests for an examination of her 

body for potential evidence, which is only granted after Reed Smith’s intervention.

The next day, Aaron Monroe is ordered by his father to disappear for a while. As he is

shepherded away from Alice Monroe’s funeral, Burns arrives to offer his condolences.

Meanwhile, Spector is forced into presenting himself to police after CCTV footage is 

aired showing him near to Sarah Kay on one of his stalking missions. Although he talks 

his way through the interview with Brink without suspicion, his request for Sally Ann to 

provide him with an alibi means he returns home to face her suspicions. However, his 

only confession it to an affair with Katie, which turns Sally Ann’s world upside down. 

Left alone, Spector goes about covering his alibi and visits Katie, falsely confessing love 

and appealing for her to stay away for both their sakes. Visiting Sally Ann, Spector begs 

for forgiveness and is shocked to discover that Sally Ann is pregnant. As he manipulates 

Sally Ann into going away with him to try and repair their marriage, Spector decides to 

make one final play with Gibson that will bring the two hunters closer than either could 

have imagined previously, and turns up revelations that shake both to their very core.
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BBC Two’s highest rated drama series in ten years, »The Fall«, returns for Season 2. 

Following Season 1’s gripping cliff-hanger, Gillian Anderson (Hannibal, The X Files), 

returns as Detective Superintendent Stella Gibson who is on the trail of serial 

murderer Paul Spector played by Jamie Dornan (Fifty Shades of Grey, Once Upon a 

Time). Set in Belfast, Northern Ireland »The Fall« Season 2 is written and directed by 

Emmy® Award-winning Allan Cubitt (The Boys Are Back, Murphy’s Law, Prime Suspect 2). 

This critically acclaimed series produced by Emmy Award-winning producer Gub 

Neal and Julian Stevens, picks up where Season 1 left off, with 6 hour-long episodes 

that will see the hunt for Spector become increasingly desperate as the net tightens 

around him and he becomes psychologically ever more dangerous.

SYNOPSIS OF 
SEASON 24
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6 THE 
CHARACTERS

CAST
STELLA GIBSON Gillian Anderson

PAUL SPECTOR Jamie Dornan

TANYA REED SMITH Archie Panjabi

SALLY-ANN SPECTOR Bronagh Waugh

JIM BURNS John Lynch

DANIELLE FERRINGTON Niamh McGrady

SARAH KAY Laura Donnelly (Merlin)

GARRETT BRINK Frank McCusker

JERRY McELROY Simon Delaney (Father & Son)

MARY McCURDY Siobhan McSweeney

BRIAN STONE Gerard Jordan

ROB BREEDLOVE Michael McElhatton (Perrier's Bounty)

JAMES OLSON Ben Peel

ANNIE BRAWLEY Karen Hassen

MARION KAY Lisa Hogg

GLEN MARTIN Emmett Scanlan

KATIE Aisling Franciosi

NED CALLAN Nick Lee

MATT EASTWOOD Stuart Graham (Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy)

JAMES TYLER Brian Milligan

LIZ TYLER Séainín Brennan

MARTINA DEAN Tara Lynne O’Neill

SHELDON SCHWARTZ Michael Colgan

CHARLES CHANDLER Patrick O’Kane

STEPHEN JENNINGS Paul Kennedy

MORGAN MONROE Ian McElhinney (Game of Thrones)

and others
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DSI STELLA GIBSON /Gillian Anderson (The X-Files)
Stella Gibson is a Detective Superintendent in London’s Metropolitan Police who arrives 

in Belfast to conduct a review into a murder case that has not progressed in the month 

since the investigation started. 

She has experience of the kind of high profile and complex case that the Police Service 

of Northern Ireland are facing, and it is this skillset that ACC Jim Burns believes can 

be brought to bear. Rising quickly through the police ranks, Gibson has served as a 

close protection officer and a specialist interviewer before reaching the DSI grade. Her 

personal life is an enigma, but Gibson is committed to the cause not her loved ones. 

She is a fighter through and through and anyone not part of the solution is part of the 

problem. She has a lust for life, forever satisfying all her senses. She has the gifts of 

beauty, creativity and is visionary. Cursed with a restless mind, the only way Gibson 

knows how to clear her head is by swimming lengths ferociously. A dream diary that 

she keeps by her bedside means that every thought is collated; even if they come to 

her in the middle of the night.

Gillian Anderson / Biography

Gillian Anderson gained worldwide recognition in The X-Files, garnering awards and 

critical praise over the show’s nine-year run. Other notable credits include The House of 

Mirth, The Last King of Scotland, Johnny English Reborn, and the acclaimed miniseries 

Bleak House. Her stage credits include What the Night is For, The Sweetest Swing in 

Baseball, and an Olivier-nominated performance as “Nora” in A Doll’s House at the  

Donmar Warehouse. Her most recent credits include BBC1’s Great Expectations alongside 

Ray Winstone, Ursula Meier’s L’Enfant D’en Haut, Sandra Nettelbeck’s Mr Morgan’s Last 

Love opposite Michael Caine and Jeffrey D. Brown's Sold with David Arquette.

THE 
CHARACTERS6
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THE 
CHARACTERS6

PAUL SPECTOR /
Jamie Dornan (Once Upon A Time, Fifty Shades of Grey)
Paul Spector is the other side of Stella Gibson’s coin. He is a husband and a father but 

it is his actions that come to define him. He too seeks to control the world around 

him, but unlike Gibson he wilfully transgresses the very rules of society that she seeks 

to enforce. His family might induce some sort of feelings of love, but it also provides 

him with the outward appearance of normality. On the surface at least he is socially 

competent, persuasive and manipulative. By creating a fantasy, sexual or otherwise, 

and putting it into action he believes he creates his own highly controlled existential 

reality, his personal microcosm. He is intelligent – though perhaps not as brilliant as 

he thinks he is. He works as a bereavement councillor and in fact his unique lack of 

empathy makes him a superficially competent one. 

However, it is the activities that he carries out in the shadows of society that reveal 

Spector’s true character. Paul Spector is a serial killer. His particular prey are young 

professional women who are not given to giving up control easily. He receives sexual 

gratification from the complete domination of his victim. This is his addiction, and like 

any addict he needs more of the drug each time to reach a similar high.

Jamie Dornan / Biography

Jamie Dornan has worked both as a model and musician but his first screen appearance 

was in Sofia Coppola’s 2006 film Marie Antoinette. He went on to appear in 2009 film 

Shadows in the Sun and took the lead role in Hammer Horror’s production Beyond the 

Rave. In 2011, Dornan was cast as Sheriff Graham in the ABC television series, Once 

Upon A Time. He is currently finishing production on Dominique Deruddere’s new film 

Flying Home.
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ACC JIM BURNS /John Lynch (Sliding Doors)
Burns is the Assistant Chief Constable of the Police Service of Northern Ireland.  

Policing here is political and Burns is under increasing pressure from the Chairman of 

the Policing Board, Morgan Monroe. It was Burns’ idea to bring in Gibson to review  

the Alice Monroe murder enquiry.

THE 
CHARACTERS6

PROF. TANYA REED SMITH /Archie Panjabi (The Good Wife)
Professor Reed Smith is the pathologist assigned to the case that Gibson investigates. 

Born in England, she studied medicine in Belfast and has remained ever since. She is 

Gibson’s contemporary but living her parallel with a husband and two children. As the 

series progresses we will see a professional friendship and mutual admiration develop 

between these two women.
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SALLY ANN SPECTOR /Bronagh Waugh (Hollyoaks) 
Sally Ann is Paul’s wife and mother to their children, Olivia and Liam. She works as a 

neonatal nurse and while she is caring she is also no-nonsense. Capable and mature, 

Sally Ann looks at her happiest with a baby in her arms. She enjoyed a rural childhood 

and has loving and caring parents, CC and John Goodall.

THE 
CHARACTERS6

DANIELLE FERRINGTON (Niamh McGrady)
Dani Ferrington is a PSNI patrol officer in her late twenties. Intuitive and sensitive,  

neither of which are words that could describe her patrol partner Brian Stone, Ferrington 

is also physical and tough. Given the opportunity to shine, Ferrington grabs it with 

both hands, so when Gibson invites her into the heart of the investigative unit, Dani is 

determined to prove her worth.
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THE 
PRODUCTION7

Format:
Season 1: 5 x 60' or 3 x 90' HD
Season 2: 6 x 60' or 3 x 90' HD

Production Company: 
A Fables Limited Production in association with Artists Studio for BBC. Made on location in 

Northern Ireland with the partial assistance of the European Regional Development Fund 

through the Northern Ireland Screen Commission.

© Fall Productions Ltd. MMXIII

Production Team: 
Created and Written by ALLAN CUBITT

Produced by GUB NEAL, JULIAN STEVENS

Directed by JAKOB VERBRUGGEN

Line Producer NOËLETTE BUCKLEY

Editor STEVE SINGLETON

Executive Producers ALLAN CUBITT, PATRICK IRWIN, JUSTIN THOMSON-GLOVER, STEPHEN WRIGHT

Co-Executive Producer GILLIAN ANDERSON

Costume Designer MAGGIE DONNELLY

Make-Up & Hair Designer PAMELA SMYTH

Production Designer TOM MCCULLOUGH

Sound Recordist RONAN HILL

Director of Photography RUAIRI O'BRIEN I.S.C.
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Tell us about the character you play in »The Fall«.

I play a character called Stella Gibson, she’s a Detective Superintendent at the Met, in 

London, and she’s been brought into Belfast to conduct a review into a murder that’s 

taken place, and the local investigative officers are having trouble finding any clues, 

catching anybody, narrowing down who the killer is. That’s how it begins, and then 

she ends up staying longer because it’s determined that the case is actually more 

complicated and may involve a serial killer and she makes a link between this murder 

and a previous murder.

How did you prepare for the role?

I read up a bit about Detective Superintendents – I bought a book as per the writer’s 

suggestion which is actually a book on the procedures that a senior investigative 

officer goes through in an investigation and I read through that book, which is really 

interesting. I felt like, when I first read the scripts that I had a real strong sense of who 

she was and other than just briefing myself on the kind of world that she lives in and 

coming up with what her back story might be.

What was the best aspect of this project for you?

The best aspect for me of this project is first of all getting an opportunity to work on 

a script this good. Because you learn when you are younger, when you are doing 

theatre, you are told that the script is the thing and to always go back to the script 

and often you go back to the script and there is nothing to pull from, it’s just not 

there. This is the first time in a very long time that no matter what, whether it’s in the 

punctuation or in the beats of the scenes that everything is on the page and that is a 

joy. Also the collaboration, feeling really very much that I’m a part of a big team here 

and we’re all working together to make this the best that it can be, and working with 

Julian Stevens the producer and Allan Cubitt the writer and Gub Neal and everybody 

it’s been fabulous.

INTERVIEWS 
CAST / CREW8

INTERVIEW 1:  
Gillian Anderson
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INTERVIEWS 
CAST / CREW8

How have you found working with your fellow cast?

The cast is great – working with John Lynch has been fabulous – he can move an 

eyebrow, move a hair in his eyebrow and you can understand what it is that he’s 

trying to imply – he’s that specific. He’s fantastic to work with in the scenes. And Stuart 

Graham’s been great and everybody actually – and there are characters I don’t get to 

work with who I understand are doing a fantastic job.

What has been the biggest challenge for you in this role?

This is the first time that I’ve done something that is a linear tale within so many 

hours. The most the story has lasted for me previously is in a two, two-and-a-half hour 

film in terms of the arch of the characters. So I think that has been potentially one of 

the most challenging aspects of doing this. Also shooting five one hour episodes at 

the same time and having different episodes shot within one day and remembering 

where the character is at different stages of her journey and where they are in terms 

of the investigation. One thing I had to learn very quickly so that I didn’t go insane, is 

not to get too specific between each of the episodes in terms of the changes that take 

place, the changes of too many specific changes of demeanour. Its one thing that as 

the cases go on that there is an exhaustion level, but don’t plan it beyond that.

How has the experience of filming in Belfast been for you?

»The Fall« shows Belfast in a way that I haven’t seen it depicted before. It’s a very 

beautiful city and it is a character in the series, as much as any other character, you 

very much feel its presence. Some of the locations that we’ve had a chance to film in 

and also just the essence of the city is a very strong element of the series and that’s 

different from what you might get if you were shooting in London.

INTERVIEW 1:  
Gillian Anderson
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How would Gillian Anderson differ from Stella Gibson if she had to investigate 

these sort of crimes?

The difference between me and any of these investigative characters that I play is that 

I’m actually a ditz. I think I’d be a terrible investigator. I’ve got a horrible memory, and 

I wouldn’t remember the name of the serial killer let alone if he left any DNA behind 

or anything like that.

INTERVIEWS 
CAST / CREW8

INTERVIEW 1:  
Gillian Anderson
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Tell us about the character you play in »The Fall«.

I play Paul Spector, who is a family man, first and foremost, and he’s in what seems 

like a pretty conventional family existence – wife, two young kids, a boy and a girl – 

and he’s got a good job as a bereavement councillor. So on paper everything looks 

pretty set and pretty normal, but he also has a different side to him, which is that he 

hunts down and murders women and as a result is a serial killer and is the evil within 

this production.

How do you go about playing a character like that?

He’s quite an interesting character to play in that there’s two very distinctive sides to 

him and they have to played very differently. I approach him as two different characters 

and what makes that a little bit easier is that when he’s doing his rotten killing stuff, 

there is an outfit that he wears and there is a ritual to it and I found that really helps 

[me] to become that side of him and to enter that side of his being. I think when

he’s playing the family man, that is made easier by the fact I’m wearing normal clothes 

and the kids are there and the wife is there and that all feels very natural. When he is 

doing the nastier side of his life, [the outfits help me lock into that part of his character].

What attracted you to the part?

I was attracted to the part in that it was fantastically written by Allan Cubitt. I had never 

read for anything like that before and I suppose a lot of actors don’t get the opportunity 

to go up for a part for that let alone getting it. He was fantastically realised and you 

know, every facet of him, he was so much more than what was just on the page. I just 

thought that it made it all the more harrowing that he could live this double life and be 

genuinely a good husband and genuinely a good father but they’d be blissfully unaware 

to the heinous acts that he’s getting up to. I for one hadn’t read a lot of stuff like that. 

And just beyond my character, the whole thing is written so bloody well and it was 

quite easy to be drawn to it.
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What was it like playing a father?

Actually that’s one of the bits that I’ve struggled with more. I know I do want children 

of my own one day but in my head I’m not quite there yet and then suddenly its thrust 

on you. That not only do you have two children but they’re six and five they’re not  

babies even, and suddenly you’re put in a position to sell the idea that you’ve been 

with these children since day one. But luckily the kids that we found are brilliant. They 

are brother and sister in real life, which helps, so they already have a sort of instant 

ease with each other. I’ve loved that aspect of it. And I think it’s really essential to 

show that side of him, as he is a good father and his kids adore him and he adores the 

kids. It doesn’t quite add up when you see what he’s doing, but in his head I think as 

long as it’s not directly affecting them then he’s still a good father.

How did you prepare for playing the killer?

Every day that I had with Karen Hassan playing Annie Brawley and with Laura 

Donnelly playing Sarah Kay I apologised at the start of the day. I said, I apologise for 

everything that we do today because it doesn’t come easy to me and I don’t get a 

genuine enjoyment out of tying your own underwear around your neck and squeezing 

it until you die, I don’t. But they’ve all be fantastic with the whole thing, because it’s 

not an easy thing to be involved in and it’s not an easy thing to subject yourself to, 

and I’ve been amazed at how they’ve handled it, and weirdly they’ve given it an ease 

and those days that we’ve had to do that stuff hasn’t been as harrowing as it’s been 

on the page. 

The role of Paul Spector is quite a physical part. Did you enjoy that side of it? 

I’ve loved that side of it. It becomes a little bit easier when I’m in my killing gear. 

When I’m in my trailer every day when I’m doing that stuff, I have a ritual of it now, 

that’s very Spector like in its approach. I lay out everything in quite an orderly fashion 
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and put it on in order, if time allows. And it’s amazing, when I’m putting on those 

running, tracksuit bottoms, I instantly feel more capable of doing physical stuff. I feel 

that I could spring up scaffolding in two seconds and jump over that fence. You sort of 

become that person who is probably more capable that I am.

You’re obviously a Northern Irish actor, so how has it been filming in Belfast?

I lived in Belfast for twenty years and I’ve lived in London for the last ten and I’ve never 

worked in Belfast before, I’ve never worked in Ireland before, so it was an amazing 

opportunity to come back and work here. And I’ve never felt more at home than I have 

over the last couple of months. You realise that this place is filled with really brilliant 

people and I always was aware of that but if you are away for long enough you just 

sort of fall out of tune with that and it’s just brilliant to come back and see that not only 

are brilliant people still here but they are really talented and brilliant at what they do. 

The crew has been fantastic and they work really hard but also its fun. And it’s great to 

do something that is set here and is made here and isn’t directly about – yes it’s about 

some gruesome stuff, but it’s not sectarian and whereas of course there is mention of 

that, it’s rare to have something set in this part of Ireland and for it not to be led by the 

troubles and hatred so that’s been refreshing. I’ve loved that.
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Where did the idea come from to create »The Fall«?

I’ve worked in this genre before, of course – as far back as 1991 when I wrote the  

second of the Prime Suspect series. Those people old enough will remember it as a  

police procedural with a strong female police detective lead played by Helen Mirren. 

We were lucky enough to win an Emmy for that show and it was Gub Neal, incidentally, 

who offered me that job in the first place. It was a real step up for me at the time as 

well. I discovered then the appeal of the cop show – it allows you to place your characters 

in extremis in a way that the audience seems to naturally accept and it allows you to 

explore big dramatic themes. I had always wanted to create a strong female lead role 

of my own and this genre seemed to allow that to happen. In the classic whodunit the 

psychology of the investigator is explored. What’s much more difficult is to explore the 

psychology of the criminal, let alone the victim. So, at its simplest, the idea of »The Fall« 

was to do away with the whodunit element entirely and concentrate more on the how 

and why of the crimes – together with the question will the police find this man and 

stop him doing what he is doing.

What is unique about the characters Stella Gibson and Paul Spector?

I doubt there’s anything unique about either of them! With regard to Stella I was keen 

not to fall back on some of the more familiar character traits associated with TV cops. 

Often we are invited to empathise with them because they are miserable loners or 

mavericks at odds with the establishment or haunted by past events, failed relationships 

with drink problems etc. Sometimes all of the above. I decided I didn’t want any of that 

to be part of the way I presented the character. Traditionally characters are judged by 

what they do – what they say, of course, and what others say about them, but more 

crucially the choices they make in any given situation. I wanted Stella to emerge gra-

dually by virtue of the choice she makes professionally and privately. I think that makes 

her quite an enigmatic character by TV standards. The other really exciting thing was to 

be able to make a study of a psychopathic killer who apparently functions well 
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in the daylight world – a husband, father, professional man. I think it’s clear from the 

existence of Tony Soprano, or even Don Draper, that psychopaths make for fascinating 

drama – let alone those from the classics – nineteenth century literature, particularly 

Russian literature abounds, with such characters: superficially charming with a grandiose 

sense of self-worth, manipulative, lacking empathy, impulsive, promiscuous etc. I once 

did an adaption of Anna Karenina – perhaps there’s a little of the psychopath in both 

Vronsky and Karenin. Whilst they are probably not unique I hope they are compelling.

How was the decision to set the story in Belfast made and how did you  

approach the city in your writing?

When I had the original idea for »The Fall« I took it to Gub and Julian at Artists Studio – 

I’d had a long association with Gub Neal who is a very singular individual both as a man 

and as a producer and one of the most interesting people you could wish to meet. From 

there it was a short step to take it to Stephen Wright and the BBC in Northern Ireland 

simply because we had worked together on the revamped Murphy’s Law and had a 

great time. My very first stage play was about internment in 70s Northern Ireland and 

I had always loved the place and been fascinated by its history. I’d worked with the 

BBC in Northern Ireland before of course on a piece about the Irish Famine called The 

Hanging Gale. Once that had been decided there seemed to be no good reason for not 

setting the drama in Belfast. The fact is that Northern Ireland has never experienced a 

killer like Spector – I think the reasons for that are in themselves very interesting – and 

so it made good dramatic sense for them to bring in someone from the outside, with 

experience, to assist them. Anyone doing what Spector is doing, and hiding in plain 

sight, is clearly an Outsider in the existential sense and so it made good sense for the 

police officer to be the same – so they are, to some extent at least, two sides of the 

same coin. I was pleased to be able to set a drama in Belfast that wasn’t about The 

Troubles! Belfast is a small city and provides a great back-drop for a drama and it’s great
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to be able to shoot in a location and not be pretending it’s somewhere else – way 

too much drama is shot in South Africa doubling for London or whatever and it never 

seems to me to ring true. The other great bonus is that there is a very rich pool of 

acting talent in that country. Leaving aside the greats, Neeson, Rea, Hinds, Nesbitt 

etc there are a disproportionate number of really talented actors born and bred in 

the North of Ireland. We plundered some of the South’s acting talent too. Great crew 

members and post production talent too. Great people to work with across the board.

How was the production different from past shows for you?

Well the main difference was that thanks to Artists Studio and the way they are set up 

the show was mine. I’ve been an executive producer on lots of dramas but that tends 

to be a somewhat honorary title – though it means at least you are kept in the loop. 

»The Fall« was different and I was able to be involved in the production at every level 

working closely with the brilliant first time producer Julian Stevens and our young and 

talented director Jakob Verbruggen. The casting, the crucial appointments … I was on 

set every day and in the cutting room and dubbing studio etc from start to finish. We 

made a good team, I think. In that sense it’s a better representation of what I’m about 

than some of the things I’ve been involved with in the past. I have high hopes that a 

second season will be closer still to achieving my vision for the piece.

You also utilised your musical talent in the series. How did that come about?

In fact my creative life really started off in music. I established a song-writing partnership  

with my great friend Mick Ford at school. We wrote and recorded and soon after we left 

school we signed a publishing deal with Valley Music which was, I think, Tom Jones’ 

outfit at the time. After that our demos got us a recording deal with Warner Brothers. We 

cut two tracks for them but not much came of that and Mick went off to study acting and 

I drifted about unsure what to do. We had an arranger on those tracks Fi Trench who, 
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brilliant though he was, rather overloaded the songs with lush string arrangements. 

I was too inexperienced to speak up at the time – the professional studio can be an 

intimidating place for the untrained musician. A few years later I was listening to Van 

Morrison when I heard a very distinctive string sound. I looked and there he was 

Fiachra Trench. So Van and I have shared a string arranger – my only claim to fame. 

One of the real pleasures of working in Belfast was I got to see Van twice. Sat there 

and cried freely both times – just to be in the presence of someone whose music has 

given me such pleasure for so long was so, so special. I was quite drunk.

I have written songs ever since and contributed various songs and bits of music to 

another Helen Mirren project I was involved in with Gub called Painted Lady. When 

the idea came to me that the character Katie in »The Fall« had posted some clips of 

her singing on a YouTube type channel it seemed obvious to use some of my stuff. 

The first song she sings is one of the first I ever wrote and recorded when I was about 

seventeen so I thought it might suit her having a kind of heartfelt youthfulness about 

it. The second song she sings is a more recent composition – I wrote new lyrics for 

her. I also sent a couple of compositions to a jazz pianist who is an old friend – John 

Donaldson – and got him to do some solo piano arrangements. Those two tracks can 

be heard faintly in the back of bar scenes! Music remains perhaps my greatest passion, 

I write all the time. I hope to put some more out there soon. I also have GAS – Guitar 

Acquisition Syndrome but let’s not go into that.

What do you hope audiences will take away with them?

I just hope it finds an audience I guess. You always want the same things I suppose – 

for people to be engaged, entertained, maybe even educated a little bit. I’d like it to 

stimulate discussion. I’d also like people to be as involved in the performances of Gillian 

Anderson and Jamie Dornan as I am. Gillian is an established star performer, an icon, 
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remarkable, beautiful – Jamie less well-known to people. I think he really holds his 

own. Regardless of what people make of the writing I really hope they see the quality 

those two individuals bring to their roles.
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How did you come to be the director on »The Fall«?

It’s a rather curious story because I finished a series in Belgium called Code 37 and for 

some reason it attracted the attention of the producers of »The Fall« and after a phone 

call and a couple of meetings I ended up in Belfast directing Jamie Dornan and Gillian 

Anderson. So it was a surprisingly, fast starting adventure actually.

What were your expectations of Belfast before you starting on »The Fall«?

I thought Belfast was going to be similar to East Berlin in the nineteen-sixtes or seventies! 

Very grey and dark, but it turned out very different. I think Belfast is unlike what people 

think about it – very vivid, bright and very young, it’s a city that is making a new start 

and you feel it everywhere, so thinking it was grey was wrong for me. It’s a good  

experience to be here and it’s an interesting and fascinating city.

How was it filming your first English language piece for the BBC?

It’s a big adventure I think, shooting a film or a series, everywhere in the world is 

similar – it’s only the language that is the big difference, so after the first couple of 

weeks there might have been language confusion but for the moment it is going 

well. I think the actors are a little more experienced sometimes but in the end it’s still 

working with the crew, working with the actors, it’s fun actually.

How did you react the first time you read the scripts?

I think reading the scripts was a pleasure. The story of »The Fall« is very intriguing. It’s 

a couple of things together – first of all it’s a police story, but there is also an emotional 

drama going on – it’s not just about looking for the killer, it is about getting to know 

the killer, and what’s attractive about that is that it’s a killer that lives amongst us 

that doesn’t look like a psychopath. And the other interesting part is that we have a 

female cop, a female lead that arrives in this man’s world, that arrives in Belfast, that 

isn’t actually, a knight in shining armour or however you say, but has her own inner 
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demons to fight and in the end neither the killer nor the cop are as good or as bad as 

we all think they are.

How has this production differed from what you have done previously?

It’s been an interesting collaboration so far, I think, working with creative producers 

and a writer on the set of course means there is a lot of negotiation and a lot of 

talking through the scenes and working together and I think it is all for the best. I think 

on set we work as a team as you always do with actors and your crew but now there 

is that creative production environment to keep in mind, but I think so far so good. 

And it is like a snowball that goes, there is one idea that starts and the more better 

ideas that join he first thing, the better it gets, so, so far so good.

How did you approach the casting process?

I think the casting process was very intriguing because first of all I didn’t know too 

many English and Irish actors so it was for me just looking from scratch, but together 

with the producers we looked at a lot of different and new talent so we tried not to 

find your usual suspect to play the killer, but to find a young and bright person to do 

that and I think Jamie delivers a performance nobody will think a serial killer will give 

to the audience.

How do you hope the audience will respond to »The Fall«?

I think the audience will be very intrigued, first of all because the two main characters 

are, if we look at the series closely, not so different. It’s good versus bad, but as I’ve said 

before, what is good and what is bad? And I think because none of them are as good 

as we think they are it may be confronting for the audience and it might make you feel 

unease or it might feel a bit unpleasant maybe but I think that makes it intriguing.
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Is it too early to predict one of next year’s Bafta battles? … And last night I suspect 

another contender stepped up in the shape of Gillian Anderson as »The Fall«’s DSI Stella 

Gibson … Broadchurch did so much to raise — or rocket — production values, to classy-up 

crime drama. And now »The Fall« has landed into the same slot, darker and even more 

distinctive. Like an edgy emo cousin with an even more compelling, even more sharply 

choreographed story to tell … Welcome back, Monday night appointment-telly.  

– Alex Hardy, The Times.

Thoughtful, brooding, clever, tense, bleak, character-based, but also scary as hell, 

there’s something of the Scandi shows about »The Fall« then. Celtic noir? Move over 

Denmark, Belfast is the new Copenhagen? Could be. Belfast looks amazing too. Not in 

a shiny Apprentice London way, but in a gritty, Portland-stone, shit-happens-here kind 

of way. And it sounds great, too. There’s very little intrusive music. What there is isn’t 

really music, more like noise, haunting noise, a single note, perhaps a chord. Most of 

the time there’s silence (very underrated in TV). It means the noises there are – a door 

closing, footsteps – stand out much more. Creepier still, because it sounds like real life. 

I’m looking forward to and slightly dreading episode two (of five). In the meantime 

maybe we’ll get the locks changed. All of them. 

– Sam Woollaston, The Guardian.

It was very slick, very knowing and Anderson and Dornan were very good. 

– Chris Harvey, Daily Telegraph.

Each new dark, disturbing crime thriller that comes along now seems determined to 

raise the stakes. Just how unpleasant can they be? The answer in »The Fall«’s case 

was: thoroughly unpleasant. Thankfully. 

– Jim Shelley, Daily Mail.
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»The Fall« is an exercise in unexpectedness. That it’s also one of the best things to 

have appeared on the BBC in years is almost by the by: this, it booms in its enormous, 

barrel-lunged Irish brogue, is how to make a relentlessly original, consistently gripping, 

vast-brained five-part psychological thriller with a gimmick (in essence: let’s devote 

equal attention to the hunter and the hunted) that never feels like a gimmick, but 

rather the perfect means of exploring the banality of evil, the nature of obsession, and 

the niggly-squirmy minutiae of everyday, common-or-garden murder. Phew. Created 

by Prime Suspect 2 writer Allan Cubitt, it's all rather brilliant … Just when we think 

we’ve got this hunter/huntee lark sussed, it whisks the chair from under us, leaving us 

with our bumcheeks clenched in horror. If there's a more original anything this year, 

I’ll eat my squeaky rubber truncheon. 

– Sarah Dempster, The Guardian.
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